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Abstract. Using automated capital investment software systems is a common task today. At
the beginning of the third millennium, modern investors are using artificial intelligence
resources and methods to find the best investment opportunities on capital markets and to
process the trading orders. One of the most important aspects of this activity, besides the
buying and selling decisions, is to stay away from the market risk in specific conditions. For
this purpose, in the current doctoral research, the notion of limit conditions in capital markets
was introduced by the authors. On the high price volatility markets, when the economic or
geopolitical background is changing fast, real-time decisions for earlier investment closing, or
filtering decision not to open new positions in specific market states, will contribute together
to the risk reduction and will provide a higher capital efficiency a the long time run. In the
real-time investment software systems, the limit conditions method’s implementation presumes
particular aspects in order not to introduce additional time delays for the trading orders. This
paper will present the way how to include additional limit conditions procedures into
automated algorithmic trading software systems. It was found that any investment strategy can
be improved by using the limit conditions methods presented in this paper. Based on particular
data-mining methods applied to real-time price series of any market, these methods can be
automated and included in any capital investment informatics systems in order to improve the
results and to reduce the allocated capital risk.
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1. Introduction
One of the most interesting consequences of the global scale usage of electronic computers in
the capital investment activity on financial markets is that new research and developing
directions have arisen in the first decades of the third millennium. The automatic price
processing of the stock exchange quotes allows us today to build automated investment
software. With these informatics systems, the price evolution is analyzed using real-time datamining methods, the investment decisions are made almost instantly through advanced
prediction algorithms, and the buying and selling orders are built and also sent automatically
to the brokerage informatics systems. The final and only purpose is to make a profit.
The design and implementation of automated investment informatics systems are activities
with a high complexity degree. This paper is a part of doctoral research conducted by the
authors in the last years with the subject of modern methodologies for business intelligence
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systems design. Methodological approaches about the conceptual design of automated
investment systems can be found in [1] and [2].
The investment informatics system receives real-time data streams from brokerage companies.
It includes specific extract, transformation, and loading procedures in order to store all the
information into the data warehouse. The data streams contain the price quotes of any stock
exchange analyzed and also the data about the capital and available liquidity in each investment
account managed.
The data quotes evolution of each capital market is analyzed using data-mining methods
specially adapted for time price series. Theoretically, any trading or investment strategy can be
adapted to be used in automated capital investment systems. Reliable strategies to build datamining models for stock markets can be found in [3], [4], [5], and [6].
For the currency and commodity markets, reliable trading models that can be automated and
included in investment software can be found in [7], [8], and [9]. Original data-mining
methods, especially designed and optimized for automated capital investment software, can be
found in [10]-[19]. Investment signals are built using all of these models by analyzing the realtime price series. Different models can be used for risk and capital management procedures.
One of the most reliable methods is presented in [20].
In the current research was found that automation of investment models is not enough to obtain
a low-risk investment. In special market conditions, the investment signals must be filtered not
to open trading positions on the high-risk environment. Moreover, once the economic
background can be changed after initiating investment entries, particular limit conditions will
be used for the early closing of current investments in particular market states. This paper will
present a way to incorporate limit conditions procedures into automated investment systems.
The article includes the most important limit conditions methods used in this research to reduce
capital exposure and to increase investment efficiency.

Figure 1. Conceptual design of automated capital investment system.

2. Limit conditions in automated capital investment systems
In figure 1, it is presented the conceptual design scheme of an automated capital investment
system. As can be seen, the data processing procedures include two individual data streams.
The first one transforms the time price series into investment signals using data-mining
methods. The second one analyzes the capital and available liquidity in each account. The
investment signals and the computed volumes streams are input data for the automated
investment decision module. This component will build the trading decision for each managed
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account and will generate informatics services that are sent to the brokerage company to be
transformed into order and to be executed on the markets.
The design factor of all components in the automated investment software systems is the time
delay included by each procedure or module into the data stream. This factor is critical in realtime data processing software. Moreover, into the investment systems, the time delay is
essential to be as lower possible. If the delay between the price change and the order received
by the brokerage company is too high, the price orders can be much different from the market
price. This fact can conduct to the order deny or can be a significant factor for the obtained
capital efficiency. Delays higher than 200 milliseconds are considered too high in today's
investment informatics systems.
Data processing in the limit conditions procedures is different and separately than the datamining procedures used to generate the events and the investment signals. For example, a
system can use an investment strategy that analyzes the price evolution of a 4-hour real-time
price series. This strategy can find a trading opportunity in a specific market. At the same time,
a limit condition procedure applied on a daily or weekly timeframe on the same market can
find a boundary or an overbought price. This condition will cancel the investment signal or will
close the already opened positions in that market. This research called all these conditions as
limit conditions once they are all figured as true when a specific mathematical function
overtakes a specified limit value.
This research has found that a parallel computational data flow for the limit conditions
procedures will decrease the time delay significantly. The restrictions are subject to parallel
data processes that are computed at the same time as the data-mining procedures. In this way,
when a signal arrives, the restrictive conditions are already made and can be applied.

Figure 2. Events-signals-decision-services data flow in modern capital investment informatics systems.

In figure 2, it is revealed the data flow of a modern capital investment informatics system. The
volume conditions are referring mainly to the limitation of the quantity of the traded equities
depending on the available capital in the investment account, on the leveraged used, on the
already opened investment positions, all in strict relation with the capital exposure level
approved by the investor. All of these are not subject to this paper but can be fit together using
more considerations included in [20].
The limit conditions procedures will analyze different market factors and will cancel trading
signals if specific conditions are met. Moreover, the limit conditions can be source for closing
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services and orders send into the brokerage system in order to close the already made
investments, with the purpose to optimize the profitability and to reduce the capital risk. The
most important limit conditions identified in the current research are presented below.
3. Don’t buy near maximum price levels.
One of the essential limit conditions types is related to the principle to not buy near the maximal
price levels. It is well known that markets can evolve for a long time into a range situated near
local or global maximal levels. Any investment initiated here can produce losses once the
market passes the maximal point and decreases in the next period of time. Until this moment,
important trading or investment strategies can generate signals when they are applied on a
lower timeframe. Usually, these signals are good entries on the market but not in particular
states, when the market is approaching a maximal value.

Figure 3. Limit conditions with PCY Function

This research has identified more limit conditions methods to filter these cases. To exemplify,
in figure 3 was drawn the method to build limit conditions using the Price Cyclicality Function
(PCY) introduced in [19]. No new investments trades will be opened if the PCY function
overtakes a specified limit value:
NoOpenBuy = (PCY D1   ) (1)
Already opened investment positions in the current market will be closed if the PCY function
exceeds a particular value:
CloseBuy = (PCY D1   )
(2)
Similar limit conditions can be made using the Inverse Fisher RSI (IFR) introduced in [16]:
NoOpenBuy = (IFR D1   ) (3)
CloseBuy = (IFR D1   )
(4)
A particular type of limit conditions to avoid trading near-maximal price levels can be made
limiting the distance between the current price level and an adequate price trend line. Very
good results are obtained using the Price Prediction Line (PPL) introduced in [11] and
Trigonometric Price Line (TPL) introduced in [10]. The limit conditions are made using:
NoOpenBuy = ( p − PPL D1   )  ( p − TPL D1   )
(5)
CloseBuy = ( p − PPL D1   )  ( p − TPL D1   )
(6)
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where p is the current price level. In all formulas above, α, β, ξ, λ, γ, δ, φ, and ψ and ε, ω, π,
and μ in below formulas, are functional parameters that will be optimized for each market using
the historical time price series and statistical methods to reduce capital exposure and to
optimize the obtained profit. All these parameters are also subjects to an individual machinelearning procedure that will be repeated all the time in order to use the optimal functional
parameters depending on the last time market behavior changes.
4. Don’t trade on non significant price movements
Another type of limit condition is referring to those time intervals when the market does not
make a significant price movement. On low volatility market conditions, the profit is small,
and the capital efficiency is reduced by swap commissions added over time. The current
research has identified a function that can be used to build limit conditions to avoid these cases.
Using Silent Market Indicator (SMI) introduced in [21], we can use:
NoOpenBuy = (SMI D1   ) and CloseBuy = (SMI D1   )
(7)
5. Don’t invest in low price grow probability
One of the most critical criteria in investment is to buy when the chance for a price increase is
high. Much better profitability will be obtained if we do not invest when the price growth
probability is low. This research has identified a reliable function to estimate the price growth
probability. Using the Price Probability predictor (PPP) introduced in [22], the limit conditions
can be build using the next formulas:
(8)
NoOpenBuy = ( PPPD1(i )  PPPD1(i −1) )  (PPPD1(i )   )
CloseBuy = ( PPPD1(i )  PPPD1(i −1) )  (PPPD1(i )   )

(9)

where the index (i) denotes the current day price interval, and (i-1) the previous day interval.
6. Results and conclusions
Two cases were studied to prove the advantages of using the limit conditions presented. It was
made a simulation of investment between 01.01.2017 and 31.12.2019 using DaxTrader
automated software system (https://pauna.biz/daxtrader), with and without limit conditions (1)(9). Without the limit condition, a risk to reward ratio (RRR) of 1:3.28 per year was obtained.
With all the limit conditions presented, RRR obtained has a value of 1:5.01. This is an
efficiency growth with 52.47%. Besides, the longest investment position without limit
conditions lasted 3.102 hours. In the case with limit conditions, the most extended investment
period was only 345 hours. This shows us a significant investment improvement activity. In
the time saved using the limit conditions, the capital can be involved in other investments,
which is an additional efficiency factor. The time delay obtained between the price change and
the order receiving in the brokerage informatics system is between 38 and 120 milliseconds.
The general conclusion is that the methods presented to include limit conditions into automated
investment systems are reliable, and can be used to increase capital efficiency.
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